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communication, but letters took days
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Though it has stood for decades in the Oklahoma
wind and rain, the Air Mail station in Guthrie
remains a beacon of the past.

wayfinding information printed on the
roof and acted as powerhouses to operate
searchlight beacons mounted on fiftyfoot windmill-type towers.
This innovative network of 1,500
beacons transformed flight and mail
delivery until improved instrument
panels, radar, and radio communication
technologies made the system obsolete.
Historical records indicate that
approximately twenty-two stations were
built in the state, many of which were
located along what would later become
interstates 40, 44, and 35. Though sites
in Love, Murray, Comanche, Jackson,
Lincoln, Beckham, Ottawa, Mayes, Tulsa,
Kay, Logan, Noble, Osage, Alfalfa, Woods,
and Woodward counties are in various
states of decline, they stand as reminders
of how ingenuity and an eye toward
progress propelled the nation into a new
era of connectivity.

